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Economics
department to
award $7.5 K

Pirates celebrate

Puzzles

BY CHRISTINA LAMARRE
"news.inkwell@gmail.com

Sports

National

FAMU former band
member gets probation in
deadly hazing
ORLANDO, Fla. — An
Orange County judge Oct.
22 ordered two years of
probation and 200 hours of
community service for Brian
Jones, the first of a dozen
former members of Florida
A&M's famous marching
band to be sentenced in the
fatal hazing of dru m major
Robert Champion.
Page 4A

WTOC's Sonny Dixson reveals the name of Armstrong's new mascot Oct. 18,

Photos by Vincent Haines

Mascot 'Captain George' named at Armstrong day
BY HAYI.EE PEARSON

Mars rock 'Jake Matijevic'
proves a surprise, even to
NASA
LOS ANGELES — The more
Curiosity gets to know Mars,
the more it se ems like a big
red Earth. Curiosity recently
examined what appeared to
be an ancient riverbed and
conglomerate rocks similar
to those at home. Page 4A

Students
celebrated
77
years of Pirate pride during
Armstrong day outside the
Student
Union
Oct. 18.
Armstrongs various clubs and
organizations displayed booths
to showcase their groups'
initiatives and generate new
membership.
Students and faculty, wearing
"Ahoy"
Celebrate
shirts,
enjoyed hotdogs, played games
and competed to win prizes.
Students could also participate

Upcoming
Political Smackdown

2012 will be held in th e
Armstrong Center Oct.
25 at 7 p.m. Student
Republicans will d ebate
student Democrats,
answering questions
' c oncerning the economy,
social issues and other
policies from a panel
comprised of students
and faculty.
VOTE for President of
the United States. A
mock election will b e held
from Oct. 18 to Nov. 6.
Students, faculty and staff
can vote for president
at Political Smackdown
2012, SGA's election
viewing party Nov. 6 o'r
anytime in Th e Inkwell
office in th e MCC Room
202.
The Shalom Y'all Jewish
Food Festival will be
held Oct. 28 from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Forsyth
Park. It will be a funfilled day of authentic
Jewish cuisine and family
entertainment. It's fr ee
and open to the public.
The Plight of Refugees
in North Korea, a
documentary and
presentation provided by
the Liberty in North Korea
organization, will b e
shown in th e Ogeechee
Theater Oct. 30 from
12:45 to 1:45 p.m.

Savannah, Ga.
Weekend Weather
All weather information
courtesy of NOAA

Vol. 81, Issue 24
Week of Oct. 25, 2012
ThelnkwellOnline.com

Students, faculty and staff celebrate Armstrong playing corn hole, rock-wall climbing and viewing various
campus-related booths.

in more extreme activities such
as car bashing, bull riding and
rock climbing.
A panel of judges viewed the
assorted organizations' booths
to evaluate them in different
categories.
The Economics Club, who
passed out koozies and coupons
for free food at local restaurants,
won best all-around booth.
"Celebrate really puts our
name out on the map to
incoming freshman who are still
unsure about their major," said
Michael Metzger, an economics
major and member of the
Economics Club. "By showing
an organized and fun club, it
can come to only benefits us."
The
judges
considered
Respiratory Club the most
informative booth,, the Biology
Club took the most creative
booth title for their biohazard
theme.
In a hazmat suit and turtle
in hand, Biology Club member
Ronald Hayes, a junior biology
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Upperclassmen prove smarter than freshmen
BY TONI CAMPBELL
Students battled for bragging
rights Oct. 18, in University Hall
in a game show entitled, "Are
You Smarter Than a Freshman?"
Freshmen were assigned
one side of the room and
upperclassmen
the
other.
Everyone was treated to free
soda and Domino's pizza.
Question categories included:
Armstrong facts, Housing rules,
health and safety, career facts,
academic success, and sporting
events. Participants won fake
money for every question they
answered correctly to use in a
Thursday

prize auction that took place
after the game.
Students were asked, "When
was Armstrong founded?" —
in 1935 — "H ow much weight
does the average freshman
gain?" — betw.een 2.5 and 3.5
pounds — "How many clubs and
organizations does Armstrong
have?" — over 80 — and "Of the
total U.S. population 25 years or
older, what percentage have a
bachelor's degree or higher?" —
24 percent.
When students were asked,
"What are the five colleges that
Armstrong is comprised of?",
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Thursday Night

Oujon Curtis explains the rules for "Are You Smarter Than a Fresman?
Oct. 18.
Friday Night

Saturday

Saturday Night

Armstrong's
Economics
Department is hosting the
Economics Policy Competition.
Each team of three current
undergraduates will be expected
to research, draff and present an
analysis to a judging committee
for an opportunity to win a
$7,500 cash prize.
Armstrong
alumni
Dale
Lewis, the director of Strategic
Analysis for CSX Corporation,
is sponsoring the competition.
Lewis graduated in 1992 with a
bachelor's degree in economics
and
remains
a
constant
supporter
of
Armstrong's
Economics Department by
serving as a guest speaker,
standing in the Economics
Advisory Board and financiallt
through contributions.
' "My goal here is take
something real, which is the
natural gas issue, that is "a huge
economic issue and challenge
people to think about it, think
about how you would estimate
the economics, and then put
yourself in the position of an
advisor, and make the pitch,
" Lewis said. "It's what an
economist is supposed to do. "
This competition will kick off
Nov. 5 at noon in Ballroom C of
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Forsyth Farmers'
Market celebrates
autumn
BY ASHLEY MOORE
Underneath the shade of
trees in the crisp fall air, visitors
stopped by the "Digging In" tent
as they walked from East Park
Street into Forsyth Park. A table
featuring fresh apples, coffee,
cheese and hummus to sample
awaited them.
Hanging inside the tent was
a pie chart detailing current
expenses, goals for potential
future sponsors. Another table
provided information about
each vendor, programs offered
and educational initiatives of the
market, as well as signup sheets for
various volunteer opportunities.
The Forsyth Farmers' Market
celebrated the coming of autumn
Oct. 20 with "Digging In: A Fall
Celebration." The event was
aimed to raise awareness, money
and recruit volunteers to help
with the market.
The volunteer positions are
assigned unique titles including
"Social Media Maven"and "Veggie
Tetris Guru." Responsibilities
range from spreading the word
about the market and gathering
donations, to setting up and
breaking down the numerous
tents each week.

FARMERS| PAGE 2A

Sunday

Sunday Night

' V CV
Mostly sunny,
with a high near 82.

Partly doudy,
with a low around 65.

Mostly sunny,
with a high near 80.

nAmino's

Now offering new

Partly doudy,
with a low around 61.

Partly Sunny,
with a high near 79.

Mostly doudy,
with a low around 59.

Partly Sunny,
with a high near 76.

See our ad inside
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Partly cloudy,
with a low around 56.

Ca mpus and Community
October 25, 2012

Treasure Savannah leads way for tomorrow
Students, faculty, alumni volunteer in day of community service

Campus
Voices
"What do you think of
Armstrong's Mascot's new
name, 'Captain George'?"

Students pick up trash on Bay Street during Treasure Savannah.

BY TRAMAINE SINGLETON
Nearly
600
Armstrong
students, faculty, staff and
alumni
joined
together
early Oct. 20 in Residential
Plaza for Armstrong's fifth
"Treasure
Savannah"
day
of service. President Linda
Bleicken started the biannual
event in 2010 as an effort to
create
community
service
opportunities and contribute to
the city of Savannah.
Volunteers participated in 10
different service opportunities
on campus and around the city.
Eighty volunteers remained
at Armstrong. Those who
volunteered for the logistics
team assisted with registration,
T-shirt distribution, made sure
volunteers had name tags and

FarmerS

helped with loading the buses.
Armstrong
men's
and
women's
basketball
teams
participated in the Housing
Cleanup project, washing the
exterior doors and picking
up trash in and around all
of
Armstrong's
apartment
communities.
Other
campus-based
participants were involved1with
the "Making Maroon Green"
project, Armstrong's green
initiative, which consisted of
counting recylce bins, and
placing "Turn off Lights"
labels on light switches around
campus.
Some volunteers such as
sophomore
biology
major
Nichelle Robinson, painted the
concrete curbs in the student
parking lots and helped spray

Peter Doliber, executive
environment helps make better
people."
director and CEO of the West "I actuallylike it It suits him well."
The Ronald McDonald house Broad YMCA, feels Treasure
Courtney Cochran,
received a thorough cleaning Savannah shows the true spirit
sophomore,
and painting of its courtyard of the Armstrong community.
psychology
fence. Volunteers also, cleared
"We are incredibly thankful
weeds from flowerbeds and fpr the work being "down"
picked up trash around the around the center. Every event
has been better than the one
building.
,
"Small things can make a big before, and it really shows that
difference," said Clare McDevitt, Armstrong cares," Doliber said.
a freshman psychology major. "Most of these kids are dealing
"This is my first
Treasure with extreme poverty, and
Savannah experience, but it without the help of initiatives
like Treasure Savannah, this
certainly won't be my last".
level of service would not have
Zachary Owens agreed.
"Yes, it is hard work, but been able to be done".
Freshman
radiologic
it's definitely worth it," said
the third-year biology major. sciences major Ashley Lokey
"It feels good to help an feels a great deal of satisfaction "I like it. It sounds Piratey-ish."
Armstrong pirate logos around organization that does so many by volunteering.
campus.
"This is my second time being
great things for children in
Adrienne Jackson,
freshman,
"It's ironic because I've always need."
involved, and I believe it is vital
computer science
noticed while parking that the
The majority of Treasure to help our communities," she
curbs needed a new coat of Savannah volunteers helped at said.
paint," she said. "When I read the West Broad YMCA.
Shernita Manker, a freshman
that Armstrong painting was.
Inside
the
community rehabilitation science major,
one of the volunteer projects, center, they cleaned tables, said she understands what she
I immediately knew what I chairs, childcare equipment and the Armstrong community
wanted to help with."
and walls. The infant and are doing is very significant.
"I will certainly continue
The Lake Mayer volunteer toddler room was cleaned
group
assisted
with from top to bottom.
to volunteer for Treasure
beautification
projects
for
Outside, some trimmed and Savannah," she said. "Nothing
the community park, which cut shrubs and trees, while compares to giving back to
included laying mulch and others did basic gardening those in need."
pruning shrubs.
duties
in
the "Growing
At noon, the volunteers were
"I
really
enjoy
doing Edge" community garden. brought back to Armstrong for
community service like this The garden is used to help a free lunch in the Savannah
"Whafs his name?"
because I care about the earth, with food accessibility and Ballroom. As volunteers filed
AmadeeHorton,
as well as people," said senior supply the nutritional needs but of the ballroom with smiles
junior,
rehabilitation science major of children at the community of satisfaction, the back of their
Spanish
Amber Singleton. "I am a center, many of whom are Treasure Savannah shirts spoke
firm believer that a better poverty stricken.
volumes. "Follow My Lead."

FROM PAGE 1A

The Forsyth Farmers' Market is
open every Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the south entl of Forsyth Park.
Though the market has the appearance
of coming together effortlessly, it takes a
"huge effort," according to sponsorship
coordinator Kristin Russell, who also
owns The Sentient Bean across the
street from Forsyth.
"The behind-the-scenes team has got
to grow," she said.
The Market's continued expansion
is one reason for the "Digging In"
initiative.
When the Forsyth Farmers' Market
began in 2009, there were four vendors.
Now, the market's website lists 30
vendors. Merchants sell a variety of
produce, herbs, coffees, meats and
prepared foods, and some offer samples.
The market season has extended over
the years and will be open each week
until Christmas, except Nov. 3 for the
Rock 'n' Roll Marathon, and will re
open in mid-January to early February
of 2013, according to Russell.
Walker Farms in Sylvania, Ga., is one
of the produce vendors. Julia Asherman,
an intern for the certified organic farm,
said the Forsyth Farmer's Market is the
vendor's largest source of weekly income
and has a "vibrant vendor community
and loyal customers."
Shoppers and vendors greeted
familiar faces and struck conversation,
creating a relaxed, intimate feeling
different from the structured, corporate
atmosphere of some large grocery store
chains. Part of the appeal of the market
is all of the foodstuffs available are from
local sources, and the vendors answer
questions about their own products.
"These people put their blood, sweat
and tears into what they're selling," said
frequent shopper Alison Smith. "You know
you're getting the best possible product."

Farmer 's Market
For more i nformation about volunteering
opportunities, visit the market's website at
forsythfarmersmarket.com/get-involved.

"Captain George? It could have been worse.
Jhey could have done better with the
mascot"
1

MarioJohnson,
freshman,
biology

"Captain George? I like it, but I wish it was a
bit more relevant to our school."

Claudia Alvaroda,
sophomore,
biology

•„> IP

"I thought it was cool and unique. It brings
attention to how the school started."

David Porcile,
freshman,
engineering

Opinions and Editorials
*[3A]

The Inkwell

Advisement: dealing with registration anxiety
And since then I have learned
many valuable techniques
to help me sculpt my future
semesters in a way that is most
effective. I've found following
these seven easy steps the best
way for even students with the
lowest registration priority to
get a schedule that works for
them.
One — Sign up for an advisement
appointment as early as you can.
While this piece of advice
may be a little late at the time
It's that time again — my least of this publication, getting to
favorite time of every semester. talk to your advisor early is
As November creeps forth to paramount to an easy class
knock October off its autumn registration. Also, always make
throne, something very wicked sure your advisor actually lifts
this way comes — not mid terms, your advisement hold, because
not finals or that term paper sometimes even the greatest
you've been putting off, not an evil professors can be so busy being
carnival, but class registration.
awesome they may forget to do
Ever since I was an incoming such a tiny thing. Finding out
freshman, there has never been your hold isn't lifted can be a
anything I've despised more very unfortunate surprise on the
about the college experience day of registration.
than registering for classes. I Two — Be good.
get unbelievably stressed out,
It's generally a good idea to be
freak out for two weeks about cordial and follow the rules all
the uncertainty of my future and the time, but it is an especially
spend the majority of my time good idea to be extra carefull
shouting obscenities at SHIP, as around the time of registration.
the remaining slots of my desired
While putting off that parking
classes slowly shrivel into the ticket for four months in hopes
single digits.
of it magically going away
During my first tw o semesters can be fun, it's important to
as a Pirate, I had terrible remember any fines you owe
schedules and not many good Armstrong will prevent you
professors because I didn't go from registering for classes
about registration the right way. whether your advisment hold is
To get the most out of what I pay lifted or not.
for my education, I decided to
So even though the 25 empty
change that.
faculty/staff parking spaces

BY MIKE CHOROMANSKI
layout.inkweil@gmail.com

AMOSMO.

Hannah Shattuck is a dualenrolled student at Armstrong
and Windsor Forest High School.
Her views do not necessarily
reflect those of The Inkwell
editorial board.

Deceit in the political sphere
is now so commonplace we no
longer give it a second thought.
We expect a political figure will
lie as soon as he or she breathes.
When did we become so
complacent with the disregard
of truth? One winders if
we ever truly sought it. So
unmoved are we by its glaring
absence.
During the presidential
and vice-presidential debates,
it became painfully obvious
honesty is a rare trait, no longer
deemed necessary for a public
servant. Yet, it remains essential,
regardless of the devaluing of
the truth. Ignorance is bliss, but
we should not allow ourselves
to be deceived by preplanned
arguments or political lingo.
Governor Romney lied in
the debates when he said he
believed all women . should
have access to contraceptives.
The
Blunt
Amendment,
which
allows
employers
to deny female employees
contraceptive
coverage,
was introduced last March,
and the governor said he
fully supported it, saying he
believed all Americans should

be able to get around such a
religious exemption.
Romney also claimed to
support wind, ethanol and
solar power. But he is against
the renewing of the wind
energy tax credit, yet another
example of his policy not
supporting his words.
Neither President Obama
nor Romney dealt in facts
during the debate. It was a
spitting contest, and the loudest
-speaker would be considered
the winner.
Obama claimed he enacted
small business and middle class
favoring tax cuts. He did not,
though he attempted to keep up
appearances with short-term
or conditional cuts like the
temporary payroll tax holiday.
The president actually raised
taxes in many ways, including
Obamacare penalties. His most
unavoidable lie regarded oil
production. When Romney
said production of oil and
natural gas was down in federal
lands, the president preceded
to call him out, though it was,
in fact, true.
The president recently made
a policy decision to close, a
large section of the National
Petroleum Reserve in Alaska,
which will affect the price at the
pump. It seemed the candidate
who exaggerated the most or
tarnished the other's character
more was to be deemed more
competent, instead of relying
upon the facts about their public
service records or the soundness
of their policy ideas.
When will politicians once
again deal in facts?
Romney's memorable remark
to the president about not
owning his own facts should be
applied to the governor as well.
Students are overwhelmingly
convinced their Vote makes no
difference, their government
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located right outside of your
class may seem very tempting,
getting a parking ticket right
before class registration can be
a real pain.
Three — Make a schedule.
This step should be obvious.
Once you know what kind of
classes you need or want to take,
go on SHIP and look up when
all your potential classes are
offered.
If multiple classes are offered,
and you can afford to take either
time slot, goto ratemyprofessors.
com and see which instructor
is right for you. However, it's
important to remember while
it's a good idea for the sake of
your grade to choose a certain

Truth, facts, policy: Who Cares?
BY HANNAH SHATTUCK
Staff Columnist

JrJDWT-J«

lies to them, or representatives
elected by them do little more
than pretend a polite passing
interest for their cares and
concerns.
Because of their lack of
confidence in public governance
and a general atmosphere of
ineffectiveness, students have
stopped paying attention to
political policies that will alter
their lives and the philosophies
that drive those changes.
Apathy is a far kinder feeling
than helplessness. If we begin to
find facts for ourselves, instead
of swallowing what we are told
before we look at what we are
being fed, we may be surprised
with what we find.
Searching for the truth is
an intimidating undertaking
and must begin with the
knowledge you may not find
what you thought you would.
It may be ugly. It may hurt. It
may shake your beliefs. But the
truth is nothing unless your
acknowledgement of it involves
action.
If you find a discrepancy in
your own thinking, you must be
willing to replace it with what
you have discovered to be true.
Facts are stubborn. But
these days, we bypass them
altogether if they demand
a
change
we
consider
inconvenient. The trouble
with lies is they come back to
haunt the liar.
Or so we hope.
Disappointing as it is, there
is not a good choice this
election. Neither candidate is
genuinely honest; neither has a
clear cut record for statements
on messy issues like economic
recovery, abortion and samesex marriage.
So the decision comes down
to if you want to keep waiting
for change or you are ready for
another one.
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professor over another, it should make an alternate schedule that
not be the highest priority.
works around not getting into a
In fact, I've had very good certain class. I n fact, it may be
experiences with professors who a good idea to make alternate
got horrible ratings online. Draff schedules for every possible
an outline of your ideal schedule scenario. It may be annoying,
on some scrap paper, and then but come next semester, you will
check back on the classes you thank yourself.
want periodically to make sure Five — Make a backup backup
schedule for your back-up
they are still open.
Four — Make a backup schedule. schedules.
The problem with the ideal
Seriously, do it.
schedule is it's absolutely not Six — Wake, up early.
going to happen, but it is a good
This is the most important
place to start. The odds are at step of all. First, find out what
least one or two of the classes your registration status is, and
you would like to take will be then mark on your calendar to
filled by people who can register • wake up early to register at about
early.
5 a.m.
It might sound horrifying to
In this case, it's i mportant to

some people, but trust me —
waking up early in the morning
and having a good breakfast is a
very underrated experience.
Once you have your pile of
potential schedules laid out in
front of you, just go to SHIP
under add/drop and keep
refreshing the page until 6 a.m.
and then grab up the classes you
want.
Seven — Strike swiftly, like a ninja.
Despite the fact this world
offers no shortage of lazy people,
it's im portant to remember you
aren't the only class ninja out
there. If there only a few slots
left in a class, grab it first and
register it before you move on
to the others.
There are other students
working just as quickly to
get into classes, and I have
watched the last few slots of
certain classes fill in minutes.
Once you have gotten into
the tricky classes, you can go
ahead and get the rest. If not,
then systematically fall back to
your second most convenient
schedule, third most and so
on.
Also keep in mind labs tend
to fill quickly, so it's best to
grab them as a priority, along
with their co-requisite lecture.
Registration anxiety is a
legitimate concern for many
people and sometimes can
• get the better of them and
cause serious stress. However,
with these strategies in mind,
hopefully sailing will be much
smoother for future pirates.

Credible assumptions
on fiscal policy
BY MICHAEL MARTIN
Staff Columnist

Columnist Michael Martin is
a former editor for The Inkwell
and is currently returning to
Armstrong to take classes in
preparation for grad school. His
views do not necessarily reflect
those of The Inkwell editorial
board.

Both Mitt Romney and
Paul Ryan came under fire for
citing six alleged "studies" they
used to bolster their economic
plan. CNN's Anderson Cooper
reported four of the six don't
qualify as academic- studies
because three originate from
blog posts and one is an op-ed
piece from the New York Times.
Fox News and CNN also
revealed the partisan nature
of one study, noting its author
was a top economic advisor for
President George H. Bush.
Furthermore, some of those
studies utilize a different
definition of the middle class
than the one Romney uses in his
economic plan.
Cooper, however, added one
last criticism before ending the
segment.
"Bottom line though [is] the
word assume.' Every one of
these authors in each of these
so-called studies is making
assumptions. Now some maybe
making solid assumptions and
others dubious, but they're all

just assumptions because neither
Paul Ryan nor Mitt Romney nor
any of their surrogates have yet
come forward with specifics."
All of Cooper's criticisms
validly
underscore
either
Romney's
gross
misunderstanding of what
constitutes a study or Romney's
intentionally deceptive rhetoric,
except Cooper's last point.
Although Cooper gears his
last criticism toward Romney,
it equally applies to studies
supporting
the * economic
agendas from both the left and
right. Cooper would be hardpressed to find an economic
study that projects a theoretical
economic forecast without
making any assumptions.
Given
that
assumptions
pervade studies from both
conservative and liberal leaning
economic ideologies, it falls
to voters to determine which
overarching
philosophies
should guide the U.S. for the
next four years.
Now, this is not to say a
politician should be given voter
approval so long as he or she
holds to a similar political bent
as their potential constituents.
Their plans should be inherently
viable insofar as those plans are
verifiable. In other words, one
shouldn't underestimate the
importance of whether each
candidate's math adds up.
But, what should we do
when even experts and scholars
disagree as they so often do?
As a simple-minded layman,
imbedded in my way of thinking
is the assumption the morally
and rationally sophisticated
solution provides the best
results. And when there are
two rationally viable options,
I choose' the one with greatest
ethical merit.

It's possible President Obama's
top-down, big government
economic policies could work
even if they haven't seemed
to thus far. But, his approach
requires that which has been
thought by some to be an
inviolable part of the American
ethos to be violated, namely
that success and the pursuant of
happiness be penalized for a job
well-done.
There should be an incentive
for success, not a tax penalty.
And this is the case since the
president wants to tax the
wealthy at a higher percentage
rather than at an even rate as the
middle class.
Indeed, the rich should pay
their fair share. Given some of
the wealthiest among us pay
lower tax rates, there are some
changes that must be made.
But, the idea of taxing them
more than that percentage
borders on hostility given their
total dollar amount paid is
more than any individual in the
middle class. The percentage
may be the same, but the total
dollar amount is not.
Absolutely, the rich should
pay their fair share.
Generally, it should not be
the role of government to judge
social fairness by our incomes
as the current administration
seems apt to do. It's t heir role,
however, to insure our right to
pursue happiness — and accept
the consequences when we
don't succeed — isn't unjustly
hindered.
The government's function
is to protect freedom and the
possibility of success by insuring
our rights remain undisturbed.
Romney's
plan
best
exemplifies this ideology. But,
what remains to be seen is
whether the math adds up. .

Opinions expressed by columnists, letter wmers or cartoonists .to
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FAMU student sentenced in deadly hazing
BY STEPHEN HUDAK AND
DENISE-MARIE ORDWAY

Orlando Sentinel
(MCT)

ORLANDO, Fla. - An
Orange County judge Oct.
22 ordered two years of
probation and 200 hours of
community service for Brian
Jones, the first of a dozen
former members of Florida
A&M's famous marching
band to be sentenced in the
fatal hazing of drum major
Robert Champion.
Jones, 23, a percussionist
who had pleaded no contest
to a felony-hazing charge,
also will have to complete
six months of community
control, a type of probation
that might require him to*
wear an ankle monitor.
Circuit Judge Marc Lubet
could have sentenced Jones to
five years in prison. But Lubet
told Jones his life was worth
saving and a felony record
would destroy him.
Lubet earlier labeled Jones'
involvement in the hazing
as "rather minimal." As he
announced
the sentence,
the judge quoted Abraham
Lincoln, saying, "Mercy bears
richer fruit than strict justice."
Before
the
sentencing,
the victim's mother, Pamela
Champion, who carried a
framed photograph of her son

Red Huber/Orlando Sentinel/MCT

Pam, left; and Robert Champion Sr. look at defendant Brian tones Oct 22 as tones apologizes to them before being
sentenced in a Orlando, Fla. courtroom in Florida A&M University hazing incident that lead to the death of Florida A&M
drum major.

to the podium, told the court
Jones' rok was not minimal.
She called the hazing an act of
murder.
"You will always know your
part in what you've done,"
she said, speaking directly to
Jones. "It will haunt you."
Champion's parents, who
traveled from Georgia for
the proceeding, reacted to
the sentencing later Oct.
21 in a news conference.

Pamela Champion said she
was disappointed but gave
Jones credit for having the
courage to say he was wrong.
Others who were on the bus
where her son was hazed,
she said, should also accept
responsibility.
"They know exactly who
they are and every one of
them were wrong," she said.
They expressed disappointment
in the spring when prosecutors

decided to seek third-degree
felony hazing charges instead
of murder or manslaughter
for the band members who
played a role in their son's
death.
Champion, 26, died Nov.
19 after being beaten aboard
a band bus parked outside
the Rosen Plaza hotel. The
Marching 100 had traveled to
Orlando from Tallahassee to
perform at the annual Florida

Windows 8 launches
new era for Microsoft
BY TROY WOLYERTON
San Jose Mercury News
(MCT)

A new version of Microsoft's
Windows operating system, dubbed
Windows 8, hits store shelves this
week - but it's no ordinary update.
The new software looks completely
different from its predecessors.
There's a variation of it that won't run
any programs designed for previous
versions of Windows. And because the
software was designed to be used on
touch-screen devices, Windows 8 will
take Microsoft's operating system to
places it hasn't been before, including
on tablets comparable to the iPad and
new types of computers that blur the
lines between tablets and laptops.
"This is definitely the biggest change
in the user experience of Windows
since Windows 95," said Steve
Kleynhans, an analyst for technology
research firm Gartner.
Even before the final version of the
software has been released, its big
changes have drawn skepticism from
analysts and customers and criticism
from tech reviewers, including this
reporter. Some analysts have gone
so far as to compare it to Windows
Vista, the much-pilloried version of
the operating system that came before
Windows 7 and was largely ignored by
corporate users.
"If you have Windows 7 today on
a non-touch-enabled PC, I would
say there's not an overwhelmingly
compelling reason to upgrade to
Windows 8," said A1 Gillen, an analyst
with tech research firm IDC. "I think
. lot of business users will see it that
way."
The biggest difference for users is
Windows' new interface. Gone are

the familiar start button, start menu
and — at least at first glance — the
traditional Windows desktop. They've
all been replaced with a new interface
designed around application "tiles"
arranged on a plain background.
The tiles work like program icons:
you click — or tap — the m to launch
a program. But unlike traditional
Windows program icons, the tiles can
work like widgets, displaying small
tidbits of updated information. For
example, the email tile might display
your latest message, or the calendar
might show your next appointment.
But the interface — which Microsoft
formerly called "Metro" — h as other
differences from the traditional
Windows desktop.
Unlike
the
traditional Windows interface, the
new one doesn't support overlapping
windows or the ability to view more
than two programs on the screen at
one time.
And the only programs that will
work with the new interface are ones
that either come preinstalled or that
users download from Microsoft's new
online Windows Store.
On most editions of Windows 8,
users will still be able to access a
traditional desktop and run older
Windows programs. They can even
launch those programs from the new
interface, but when they do, they'll be
taken to a version of the old desktop,
in which they can see more than two
applications and have overlapping
windows. And they can't configure
Windows so they see the desktop when
they start it up; instead, they'll have to
go through the Metro interface.
The new interface "is a huge
change," said Mike Cherry, an
analyst with Directions on Microsoft,
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Microsoft recently released the final test version of Windows 8, a huge overhaul of its flagship operating system.

him with punches, kicks
and objects ranging from
drumsticks to straps and
an orange traffic cpne. The
hazing ritual is known as
"crossing Bus C." His death
led to the sudden retirement
of the band director, the
forced resignation of FAMU's
president and the indefinite
suspension of the band, which
has performed at presidential
inaugurations, Super Bowls
and the Grammys.
Trials for the other 11
band members charged in
Champion's death are set for
next year.
Two other former band
members face a misdemeanor
charge for hazing Lissette
Sanchez and Keon Hollis, a
drum major. Those alleged
hazings, which resulted in
lesser injuries, occurred on
the same bus before Champion
was beaten.
Prosecutors argued against
probation, but admitted they
had no evidence that Jones
punched, kicked or stomped
Champion.
"The reason why this case
is so sad," said assistant state
attorney Nicole Pegues, "is
because everybody is talking
about everybody's character.
The true test of character is
whether you do the right thing
when it's extremely hard to do
it. Nobody who was on that
bus with Robert Champion
did that."

Mars rock 'Jake Matijevic'
proves a surprise, even to NASA

an independent analyst firm.
"It
takes away things that have been in
Windows almost since the beginning."
On one edition of Windows 8, called
Windows RT, th e break from the past
is even more pronounced. This edition
of the software was built to run on
devices using ARM processors. These
are the low-power chips that come
from a variety of manufacturers and
underlay the iPad and most other
tablets and smartphones on the
market.
Windows RT has the same Metro
interface and will r un the same Metro
programs that are available for other
editions of Windows 8. But it can't run
any older Windows programs. Also,
unlike other versions of Windows,
the only way to get Windows RT
is to buy it preinstalled on a tablet
or PC; Microsoft won't be selling a
separate version that users can install
themselves on machines they already
own.
Windows RT will include a
version of Microsoft's Office suite
of productivity programs. But that
version won't include Outlook, the
email program that is among the most
popular applications in Office.
Given its limitations and differences
with other editions of Windows 8,
calling this edition of. the operating
system "Windows" has the potential
to confuse and frustrate customers,
analysts have warned.
Traditional Windows PC users
who buy a Windows RT device will
have a computer or tablet "that has
no direct compatibility with the older
devices that (they) used to own," noted
IDC's Gillen. "There's a potential for
disappointment with consumers, isn't
there?"

commented on &nnt;>
Ltao's post

Classic football game, a major
fundraiser for FAMU and
its longtime rival, BethuneCookman
University
of
Daytona Beach.
During the court proceeding
Monday, Jones apologized to
the Champions. But he did
not offer any specifics about
what happened that night or
his role.
"Hazing is a completely
inexcusable thing," he said.
"It went further than anybody
would ever have imagined or
wanted or thought it would
»
goAfter the sentencing, Jones'
attorney, Alisia Adamson, said
Jones hoped to avoid jail time
and a conviction with his nocontest plea. "We just wanted
to resolve the situation and
get it behind him," Adamson
said.
He may have to testify
against his fellow bandmates.
The judge forbade him to
have contact with the others.
Jones told investigators
he was not on the bus when
Champion boarded it. But
in a statement to sheriff's
detectives,
fellow
band
member Benjamin McNamee,
who also is charged in
Champion's death, claimed he
saw Jones on the bus holding
Champion in a bear hug.
Champion
was
trying
to make his way from the
front of the bus to the back
as band members assaulted

MCT/Microsoft

A question of
planetary protection
Drill bits on the robotic arm of the Mars rover Curiosity may
be contaminated with Earth microbes, which could affect
experiments involving water.
Potentially

contaminated drill
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By Amy Hubbard
Los Angeles Times
(MCT)
LOS ANGELES — The more
Curiosity gets to know Mars, the
more it seems like a big red Earth.
Curiosity recently examined what
appeared to be an ancient riverbed
and conglomerate rocks similar to
those at home. Now comes "Jake
Matijevic" — a pyramid-shaped
chunk of rock that's proved to be a
surprise, even to NASA.
The space agency says that Jake,
named for a legendary NASA
engineer, is unique — unlike any
rocks examined before on Mars. And
that's saying something. Previous
rovers have examined hundreds of
Martian rocks.
When Curiosity team members
picked Jake, they were just hoping
for a "simple and uniform" rock that
would help them compare results
from two chemistry instruments.
Jake was the first rock analyzed
by the rover's arm-mounted Alpha
Particle X-Ray Spectrometer; it
was about the 30th on this mission
examined by the Chemistry and
Camera (ChemCam) instrument.
"It's a strength of Curiosity to
have instruments that use different
techniques to get at the same answers,"
Ashwin Vasavada, Curiosity deputy
project scientist, told the Los Angeles
Times on Friday morning. "But it's
also a challenge for the science team,
like trying to understand the plot of a
story when one person saw the movie

and another read the book. We were
hoping that Jake M. had a simple plot."
But NASA got more than it expected.
The rock was diverse, surprisingly so.
"Our laser instrument saw a slightly
different composition at every point
it analyzed," Vasavada said. Although
there was "broad agreement between
it and another spectrometer that the
robotic arm held against the rock, there
also are some discrepancies yet to be
understood. The differences between
the two instruments are telling us
that the rock contains a diversity of
minerals down to the finest scales."
The results so far reveal a good
match, Vasavada said, for a type of
Earth rock.
"We see a composition that is agood
match to a rare but widespread rock
type on Earth, one that forms deep
inside the Earth as magma moves
around and partially crystallizes,
leaving basalts that are rich in alkali
elements like potassium."
He stressed that scientists can't be
certain Jake formed in the same way
as rocks on Earth.
"Like many aspects of planetary
exploration," the scientist noted, "we
use the long history of Earth studies
to form our best ideas to explain
Mars."
Curiosity is spending about three
weeks at Rocknest, the patch of dirt
where it recently made its first scoop.
After that, the rover team will direct
Curiosity 100 yards to the east to do
some rock drilling as the pursuit of
information on possible previous
microbial life on Mars continues.
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Cops cook for freshmen

One Hour of Pool
Tournaments, Food, and Fun!
Thursday Night College Night with $6 Pitchers
Photo byNathan Krafft

Windward Commons' residence pose after completing fire-safety training Oct. 17.

BY NATHAN KRAFFT
Multiple fires broke out in Windward
Commons Oct. 17. Fortunately, there
were more than 23 freshman and two
police officers ready to extinguish the
glowing screen of embers — talking,
of course, about simulated fires used
in the police-lead kitchen fire-safety
course: Cooking with Cops.
This 90-minute program is designed
to provide basic cooking and fire safety
and to teach or refresh students on
how decrease the risk of and more
effectively react to a kitchen fire.
According to officer Logan Woods, the
program was started in response to two
alarms occurring in the first month the
new dorms were in operation.
"Fortunately, it was just burnt
popcorn," he said, but emphasized
the major inconvenience not only for
the firefighters responding to the false
alarms but also to the students and staff
forced to evacuate the building.
"These [situations] are also part of
what we're trying to prevent."
The preliminary powerpoint slides
provided fire safety basics like stop,
drop and roll and not wearing loose
clothing while cooking. It also covered
appliance maintenance and cleaning,
like emptying the toaster tray and
the positioning of pots, pans and
ingredients while cooking to prevent
accidents.
"I wish I'd learned about keeping
the stove handles turned inward," said
biology major Remi Ige. "I've actually
been burned because of that."
Many students blushed when they
found out their grandmother's burn
remedy of toothpaste and butter could
actually make their wound worse or
groaned at the advice to even keep an
eye on microwaved food.
Regardless of prior training in
cooking and safety practices, all
freshmen wanting to use the two
Windward Commons kitchens are
required to participate in the program.
Despite the pajama pants, occasional

Celebrate

vacant looks and some texting during
the presentation, the students generally
shared the concerned sentiment of Staci
Repass, a music education major, when
asked if students should be allowed
to use the kitchen without taking the
course.
"No." Repass said. "[Someone] would
burn the kitchen down."
The Bullex Digital Safety extinguisher
training, run by the charismatic Capt.
Santonio Johnson, uses lasers emanating
from a full-sized extinguisher replica,
to simulate stopping levels one through
four kitchen fire. Even though the fire is
on a screen, the Pull, Aim, Squeeze and
Sweep technique of a real extinguisher
is still required to effectively squelch
the pixilated blaze.
Each student was given a chance
to demonstrate the procedure to a
backdrop of cheers or constructive
criticisms like "aim low and sweep"
or "maybe you should just call the fire
department."
Brelan Simpson said the fire
extinguisher training was not only the
highlight of the course but also the
primary reason to keep the course a
requirement for kitchen use.
After completing the training,
students were awarded with use of the
kitchen and complimentary milk and
cookies, courtesy of University Police.
Officer Logan cited not only fire
prevention but also community
building and student-officer relations
as course benefits.
"We all have to work together out
here," Logan said. "It helps if we're
familiar with each other."
Although the course ended well after
dinner time, many students already
had a dish in mind to break in their
new privilege. Ige already promised to
make his brothers fettuccini recipe for
a friend who hadn't taken the course
yet. Other students also missed the
tastes of home.
"I've been missing good home
cooked meals — like collard greens and
corn bread," Simpson said.
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the Student Union, where students will
receive additional information and have
the opportunity to form teams if they
have not yet done so.
Students must form teams of three,
and each team must represent at least two
different academic disciplines.
"We want students to understand
that it takes a variety of academic
backgrounds to asses a policy with some
level of completeness," said Nicholas
Mangee, assistant professor of economics.
Final team rosters must be emailed to
economics professor Jason Beck at Jason.
Beck@armstrong.edu, by Dec. 3.

Policy Contest
The com petition kicks of f Nov. 5 at
noon in Ba llroom C o f the Stu dent
Union. Students are re quired to f orm
team of three. More than one academic
discipline must be represented on the
team. Final team rosters must be
emailed to Jason B eck at Jason.Beck@
armtrong.edu by Dec. 3.
For mo re in formation, co ntact the
economics department at 912-3442539

Freshmen

FROM PAGE 1A

major, garnered student interest for
science.
"I love biology and chemistry and
am an advocate for science," he said.
"Who doesn't want to stop to talk to a
guy in a hazmat suit?"
Pi Kappa Alpha snatched the most
entertaining booth award, and the
judges awarded the Filipino Student
Association for best food.
"Student life seemed vibrant, and
there was an infinite amount of
school spirit," said Leslie Kearse, a
junior, cheerleader and captain of the
Armstrong dance team.
Celebrate is the biggest on-campus
event hosted by Armstrong. Every
year, it grows with the increase of
incoming freshmen.
At high noon, WTOC's Sonny Dixon
revealed the Pirates new mascot's
name — Captain George Armstrong
— to a cheering, excited crowd.
Celebrate also gave students the
chance to meet new friends.
"I really enjoy seeing everyone and
meeting new people, and this is a fun
way to do it." said freshman Ibbie
Aromolaran, taking a special interest
in the Rehabilitation Science Club.
This year's warm weather was
a welcome relief for Celebrate
participates compared to the storms,
which threatened last year's event.
"The cloudy weather kept a lot of
students inside last year, but now with
the nice weather and the sun shine,

Lewis and the Economics Department
want students to walk away with real life
experience.
"In business, when you make a winning
pitch and your program goes through,
there's a financial
reward for that,"
Lewis said. He feels this competition
will provide undergrads an idea of what
to expect in the professional world. The
economics professors will be available
to serve as advisors and coaches to the
students.
The economics faculty and Lewis
hope to make this an annual event to
help motivate and inspire students in
the future.

FROM PAGE 1A

Celebrate Armstrong hosts many new events every year, including a car bash.

it's definitely more enjoyable," said
biology major Celia Reynolds.
Organic
chemistry
professor
Suzanne Carpenter enjoyed walking
around seeing her students play
corn hole and participate in waterballoon fights, showing their true
maroon and gold colors.
• "It's funny to see my students
outside of the class room and watch
them doing these activities," she
said.
Armstrong College Democrats
were able to recruit 40 new members

because of Celebrates large student
turnout.
"It's really great that an event
like Celebrate can draw so many
students to our clubs booth," said CD's
president Russell Spann.
As the day wrapped up, students
were already speculating about next
year's party.
"With the events today, I can only
see Armstrong as going forward and
am very excited to see next years
Celebrate," said Cristina Ledesma,
sophomore biology major.

students only got four right: College of
Education, College of Liberal Studies,
College of Science and Technology,
and College of Health Professions.
After it seemed everyone in the
room took a shot at the question, one
of the upperclassmen took a shot with
the "college of undecided." The room
exploded in laughter, and the answer
was revealed to be the "College of
Graduate Studies."
Freshmen excelled in Housing rules
while upperclassmen stole sporting
events and Armstrong facts. The
scorekeepers tallied the points. A
drum roll broke out in the room and
the upperclassmen were declared the
winners. Every participant on the
winning team received an extra $300
for the auction, which seemed to be
everyone's favorite part of the game.
Bidding began on some small items
like binders, wallets, lanyards, and
planners and moved to larger items
like Armstrong shirts and sweaters,
speakers, USB drives, calculators
and finally a mystery prize concealed
with a cloth.
Auctioning the mystery prize
got loud and crazy, and a band of
freshman put together $2,000 and
won what turned out to be a basket
full of deodorant, which he then
threw out to the other freshman in
the room.
"My favorite part was answering

the questions," said Alton Fletcher,
a freshman visual arts major who
lives on campus. Fletcher purchased
a wallet in the auction. "I should do
this more often. This is my favorite
activity at school so far."
"My favorite part was the auction.
It was really funny," said Keymia
Morrow, a senior art education major
and campus resident. "I won a lovely
Armstrong basket with' a binder,
paper and a backpack. Some friend's
shared some stuff with me too."
She has attended many Armstrong
events.
"Each one just keeps getting better
and better," Morrow said.
Dujon Curtis, a graduate student
majoring in adult education and
community leadership, is the graduate
assistant for Housing and Residence
Life and was responsible for putting
the event together.
He was-very pleased with the turn
out and thought everyone had a great
time.
"We had 87 participants. My favorite
part was the auction because they got
to spend the money they won.
"We wanted this to be a good time
for residents to come together and
hopefully learn some information
about Armstrong, safety, how to be
successful and how to get a job. It
was a fun way to present them with
information."
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Morgan Mitchell
Player of the Week
BY KATIE BALCOM
sports.inkwellg)gmail.com
Senior midfielder Morgan
Mitchell closes in on
her final season as a
Pirate athlete. During
her four years at
Armstrong, Mitchell
has achieved high
marks individually,
catapulting her team
to the next level.
"It feels almost like
a dream," Mitchell said.
"My coach has always
told me that I could be
someone special, and
coming into this season, I
started believing it."
Mitchell has experienced
many individual
successes including
being named Peach Belt
Conference first-team
All-Conference during
her past three seasons.
Mitchell has scored
three hat tricks this
the season, racking
up 16 total goals thus-

Illusionist astounds students

far — l eading the PBC — a nd
44 goals total career.
During her time as a
Pirate, Mitchell and her
fellow
teammates
earned
PBC Championship in 20102011 and PBC Tournament
Championship in 2009 and
2011.
"Some teams have great
players and great moments,
but they don't have the love,
closeness or desire that this
team has," Mitchell said.
"In high school my team
was back to back to back state
champs and ranked No. 1 in
the nation, but I think going to
the final four last year tops all
of that."
Mitchell helped her team
achieve its highest level
on their way to the JMCAA
Division II Women's Soccer
Championship in 2011 when
she broke the tie against
Tampa, winning the match 2-1.
"Scoring the two goals to get
us to the final four is my all
time greatest memory so far,"

Paul Ribeiro looks at his watch after illusionist Wayne Hoffman
five minutes Oct. 22.
BY REILLY MESCO
arts.inkwell@gmail.com
Armstrong students had
their limits of reality stretched
Oct. 22 by renowned mentalist
and
illusionist
Wayne
Hoffman.
A top-ranked performer
in his field, Hoffman has
performed for colleges across
the country and , in several
countries and has been voted
"Best Live Novelty Artist"
and "Best Male Performer" by
Campus Activities Magazine,
and also won the magazine's
coveted "Entertainer of the
Year" award. He has also
appeared on shows such as
"The Ellen DeGeneres Show"
and "The Howard Stern
Show".
Plenty of students packed
the Student Union Ballroom
for Hoffman's "Mind Candy"
show. Some students such
as junior Jayme Tomblin,
a middle grades education
major, were initially doubtful
of
Hoffman's
supposed
abilities.
"I was a little skeptical at
first, but as the show went on
I thought he was going to be
able to do it," Tomblin said.
One of the many students
who was called to participate
in the show, Tomblin was
impressed by Hoffman's tricks
and among them was his

ability to guess the word she
randomly chose in a book.
"While I was up there, I was
thinking, 'This is awesome'
and also 'furniture' because
that was the word that I had,"
Tomblin said.
Hoffman performed several
illusions, ranging from making
a set of twins feel the same
thing even though only one
of them was being touched to
refilling an empty, crushed can
of Coca-Cola.
Senior
Madelyn
Roush,
chemistry
major,
was
enthusiastic about the show.
"My initial reaction to this
show, when I heard about
it, was that I was definitely
coming," Roush said. "I saw the
hypnotist that they brought,
and they didn't let me down
with that. I knew for sure I was
coming to this."
Another definite attendee
was freshman Katie Quast, a
chemistry major, who got a
preview of Hoffman's talent
during her dinner in the
Galley.
"He was putting on a
demonstration during dinner,
and he showed me a trick
where I thought about a name
that meant a lot to me. I wrote
it down on a piece of paper,
and he wrote a name down.
I wrote Kim and he wrote
Kimberly. It was pretty crazy,"
Quast said. "I was skeptical at

Volleyball
The Armstrong Atlantic
State University
volleyball squad takes
on UNC Pembroke Oct.
26 at 7 p.m. and Francis
Marion Oct. 27 at 2 p.m.
competing in Peach
Belt conference action
in the ARC.

Meet the Pirates'

Sports Communications

Mitchell said. "Hopefully, I can
have an even greater one this
year.
"Our team has only been
around for a few years, so to
go that far in that amount of
time is pretty remarkable.
"I have definitely had my
ups and downs throughout my
last four years at Armstrong,
but my team has never given
up on me as a soccer player or
as a friend. We are family, and
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Intramural Sports wrap
up playoff season
BY KATIE BALCOM
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Pirate Sports

me under their wings and
teaching me the ropes of the
game, even though I sucked
coming into it. They helped me
get better.
"It feels pretty good. It's a big
accomplishment. I never played
frisbee until college, which was
last year because I was new to the
sport," Ward said.
Flag football
Flag football crowned their
champions for men's, women's
and co-rec this past week Veni
Vidi Vici once again claimed
the top spot, shutting out Goon
Squad 28-0.
"Winning always feels good,"
Brandyn Rader said. "All the
way from a small child to college
intramural sports. It's always
a great feeling to come out a
winner.
The women's championship
was a tighter match up between
powerhouses H.A.M and Good
Palpation. H.A.M pulled out
the win 20-14 and went into the
championship game with only
two losses on the season, both
being to PT.
"PT has a strong team, and
we went back and forth through
the season, so it was the best
feeling to have beaten them in
the championship game when it
mattered the most," said senior
H.A.M. player Ashley Perkins
"Winning the IM Women's
Flag Football Championship
feels great. All of the girls on
H.A.M. are really talented, and
we worked great together as a
team."
Armstrong PT was deemed
the winner of the co-rec crown,
taking down the IM Legends 2910 Oct. 18.

Playoffs are over for the first
half of the intramural sports
season. Flag football and ultimate
frisbee crown their champions
before shifting all attention to
indoor sports for the semester.
Ultimate frisbee
Ultimate frisbee's unbeaten
and quiet possibility untouchable
Dr. Bleicken team left its mark
on the intramural fields, scoring
94 total points in six games
and setting a new record. They
set a game scoring high of 27
points over team The Freakin
Unstopagoables.
"We are the reason they
invented a mercy rule in ultimate
Frisbee," said sophomore Ryan
Kozusko.
The championship game was
between Dr. Bleicken and Rico's
moved the watch hands forward Roughnecks. The players of Dr.
Bleicken experience their closest
game
of the season, winning by,
first but the show tonight was
two
points
8-6.
pretty awesome."
"Rico's
gave
us a good run,
Roush also said the show
but
we
just
blew
everyone away
was better than she hoped.
during
the
sea
son,"
Kozusko said.
"It actually got better as it
"I
was
determined
to get a
went on. I was kind of skeptical
third
championship
after
last
at first, but then he pulled my
season,"
Kozusko
said.
"Ruskin
friend up on stage, and I knew
there was no way he cheated," and Dom and myself have won
she said. "It got to the point three times, and Kerry Ward and
where I was really focused on Landon Snook have won two.
"It feels pretty good, I feel
what I was thinking and just
accomplished
now at school. I
hoping that he got it. I was so
can
leave
college
knowing I did
skeptical, but he really proved
something
With
my
life.I'm going
himself."
to
tell
my
kids
about
how I threeGetting into magic and
peated
at
intramural
frisbee"
illusions began for Hoffman
Ward
credited
his
success on
at the age of eight, when
the
field
to
his
teammates
he received a magic set for
"Shout out to Ryan Kozusko
Christmas from his mom.
and
Ruskin Seabrook for taking
Calling it his bite from "the
magic bug," he
became
consumed
with
studying
illusions and magic.
He still carries childhood
enthusiasm with him today
and encourages all the students
and attendees of his shows
to hold onto the excitement
and wonder they possessed as
kids. Hoffman also enjoys the
responses he gets from people.
"Watching
people's
reactions is definitely my
favorite part, watching people
laugh and smile basically,"
Hoffman explained. "I love
knowing that they're stepping
outside of reality. They get to
stray outside of their personal Kristen Burton from Good Palpation attempting to shake off H.A.M.
defenders during the Women's Flag Football Championship.
reality for a just a minute."

Join Armstrong's
athletes on Oct. 30 at
6:30 p.m. in Alumni
Arena. Meet Pirate
Athletes from all of
Armstrongteams while
enjoying free food, game
and give-a-ways.

Stay Entertained
Study Abroad art show
Armstrong's Art, Music and
Theater department will host
"Argentina: The Eternity of
the Moment," a studentmade art show focusing on
Study Abroad experiences
in South America.
The show will include
artwork from Armstrong
students, students from
Georgia College and
works from faculty and
Argentinean artists. The
show will be held in the Fine
Arts Gallery starting Oct.29
running through Nov. 9.
The gallery is open
weekdays from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and is free to
the public. Students,
faculty and staff are also
invited to attend a gallery
reception with the artists
Oct. 31 at noon.

Masquers present
"Macbeth" by William
Once again putting their
own unique spin on one
of William Shakespeare's
plays, the Armstrong AMT
Masquers theater troupe
will present 'Macbeth'in
the beginning of November
in the Jenkins Hall Theater.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday (Nov. 1-3 and
Nov. 8-10) performances
begin at 7:30 p.m. and
audiences are asked to
be seated by 7:15 p.m.
Sunday matinees (Nov. 4
and 11) begin at 3 p.m.
and audiences are asked
to be seated by 2:45
p.m. The play will be set
in 1960s Las Vegas with
a definitively Rat-Pack
twist. Regular admission
is $10, but discounts
are available to alumni
association members,
military members, seniors,
students and children.
All performances are free
to Armstrong students,
faculty and staff with the
presentation of a valid
Pirate Card.

Armstrong Percussion
Ensemble to perform
The Armstrong Percussion
Ensemble will perform
Oct. 30 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
The ensemble will perform
under the direction of
Stephen Primatic and the
Jazz Combo will follow,
under the direction of
Randall Reese. Regular
admission is $6 and
Armstrong students,
faculty and staff are
admitted for free with the
presentation of a valid
Pirate Card.

Arts and Entertainment
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Homecoming Gallery enlightens spectators
BY KRISTIAN ROLLINS
Armstrong's
fine
arts
department hosted the Art
Alumni Homecoming Oct. 19 in
the Fine Arts gallery. Students,
faculty and former members
of the Armstrong community
came out to view and celebrate
former art major's creative
pursuits and successes.
Alumni artists such as
Amanda
Lewis,
Jennifer
Raines, Shirmira Hill, Bobb
Farr and many more all
contributed pieces to the show.
The artwork was as diverse as
the artists, presenting various
interpretations of subjects such
as Savannah, Macon, the state of
Georgia, nature and the South
in general.
Visitors viewed the works
while enjoying refreshments
and interacting with the artists.
The artists gave short speeches
of memories at Armstrong,
several of them stating how their
time, at Armstrong helped them
in their careers. Participating
alumni ranged from the class

of 1991 to the more recent
graduates of 2012.
Armstrong
student
and
information technology major
Shorijay McNair related to a
certain piece by artist Julian
Santa-Rita.
"The colors caught my eye,"
McNair said. "I can relate to this
piece because of my course of
study, I wonder how, it actually
works."
McNair
admired
SantaRita's work because it was a
Wi-Fi router embedded panel
decorated by with pens, pencils,
gouache and acrylic. Viewers
could actually stand by the
artwork arid pick up Wi-Fi on
any device.
>
Jordan Brannen, an Armstrong
student minoring in art, admired
Farr's photography.
"Photography inspires me,"
Brannen said. "When I see
something I like, it makes me
want to try it."
The wide range of mediums
used by the artists allowed
everyone to find a piece they
were attracted to.
Some of

Artists, faculty and students talk about and observe artwork in the Fine Arts Gallery Oct. 19.

the mediums utilized were
photography,
painting,
printmaking and digital painting.
The artists were open for
discussion on the pieces they had
contributed to the show. Lewis,
who does photography in her
spare time, said photography
"keeps my brain from exploding.
It is my true passion." Lewis
enjoys photography because
it helps the human eye look at
things a little differently. She
featured four pieces in the show

all of which focused on nature
such as flowers and frogs.
"Artwork is a creative outlet
something positive in my life,"
Raines said. Raines believes
artwork should not be restricted.
She had five pieces in the show,
capturing images of surrealist,
mannequin-inspired photos that
she shot in Macon, Ga.
Shirmira Hill experimented
with printing in her pieces. She
created a technique of printing
pictures through an Inkjet

Great Ogeechee Seafood
Festival unifies community

printer onto wallpaper. Hill
attempted to convey ideas such
as feminism and the southern
lifestyle in her photographs,
all which were shot locally in
Savannah.
The wallpaper accompanied
the
photographs
with
background images of wispy
flowers and patterns.
"I love the South," Hill said.
"Its beauty inspires me."
Another artist Laura CohenSmithberger presented viewers

Photo by Vincent Haines

with rustic scenes that reflected
Savannah through her work,
titled "A Bone" Field Collection."
Cohen-Smithberger, who has
shown at Armstrong once
before, captured images of shoe
crabs, decaying alligator heads
and animal bones.
The impressiveness of the
artists was evident through wide
scale of talent presented, and
viewers were allowed to purchase
many of the pieces displayed in
the show.

'Argo' is suspenseful,
riveting thrill

BY JASMINE ROZIER
The Great Ogeechee Seafood
Festival offered plenty ofdelicious
seafood, homemade desserts, and
carnival rides and games Oct. 19
through Oct. 21 at J. F. Gr egory
Park in Richmond Hill.
The festival, which is always
held the third weekend in
October, has brought the
Richmond
Hill community
together for 14 years, when, in
1998, the festival was moved
from the Kilkenny Fisherman's
Co-op, proposed by then-mayor
Richard Davis. It began as a small
event consisting only of seafood
and brought in around 8,500
guests.
"The first year, we had seafood.
That's it," said Bonnie Proctor,
the secretary for the Greater
Ogeechee
Seafood
Festival
Committee. "Now, we have
booths for different food vendors,
arts and crafts, and rides. But it's
still all about having a place to
come to pig out on seafood."
The event gradually grew and
expanded over the years and
now draws a crowd of more than
35,000 attendees.
"I live in Savannah arid decided
to come here this .year," said
first time visitor Gabbie Snyder.
"The food is really delicious. But
overall, I really liked the bigfamily atmosphere."
Although people from all over
are welcome to attend, the event
has become an integral part of
the Richmond Hill community.
"It brings the sense of the
community into focus," Proctor
said. "Even though we're a
mixture as a community, we've
kept the hometown feeling. It's

Director and star Ben Affleck gives fellow actor John Goodman
direction on the set of "Argo."

like a family homecoming, small
town feel at an event."
One thing that shows how
much the people who put on the
festival each year care about the
citizens of Richmond Hill is the
fact for the past five years, they
have sponsored for more than
100 people — mostly children
— who have disabilities to attend
the festival.
"We slow down the rides and
just allow them to have a good
time," Proctor said. "You don't get
that anywhere else, especially at
the big fairs. We just want them
to be able to have a great time."
The people who visit are not
the only residents who get in
on the fun. The entire festival is
mostly planned and organized by
volunteers from the Richmond
Hill and Savannah area.
Boy Scout Troop 400, located
in Richmond Hill, has been

People from
around the coastal
empire enjoy|
food, games,
rides and live
attractions at the
Great Ogeechee
Seafood Festival
held every year in
J. F. Gregory Park]
in Ri chmond Hill.
The festival's
attractions have
grown over the
past 14 years
and so have the
crowds.

volunteering at the festival since
the move and has been serving
their award winning peach
cobbler year after year.
Scoutmaster Brad Thompson
believes, above everything else,
the troop should have a sense of
pride in where they live.
"In the beginning, we started

just to help out the community.
The first four years, we just
picked up trash," Thompson
said. "They weren't handing out
trophies for non-seafood, but we
decided to get a booth anyways.
It wasn't about winning anything;
it was about helping and placing
an emphasis on the community"

$10 for 2: Hearty, Homestyle Chili
BY VINCENT HAINES

photo.inkwell@gmail.com
I woke up this week and
shivered. It's finally
starting
to cool down, the leaves are
changing — it's beginning to
look a lot like fall. Well, I mean,
it's cooling down for Savannah.
So, I decided to make my
favorite cold weather meal
— chili. If you like your chili
spicy, try adding cayenne
pepper to the mix. Or if you're
feeling really adventurous, feel
free to add some jalapenos and
cumin to give this recipe more
of a Tex-Mex taste.
Directions:
1) Chop the onion. If you're
like a lot of people and tear,
up when you chop onions,
try this trick: Chop the onion
in half and stick it in a bowl
of ice water for at least 10
minutes then chop away.

Ingredients:
• 1 onion
• 1 pound of ground beef
• 2 (6 oz Jeans of tomato
paste
• 1 can of dark red kidney
beans
• 1 can of light red kidney
beans
• 1 tablespoon of ground
chili pepper
• 1 teaspoon ground cumin
• 1 teaspoon of garlic powder
• 2 t easpoon of olive oil

the events in Los Angeles,
Government agencies and Iran.
By the time Mendez makes it to
Iran, viewers are already hooked
into his mission.
As effective as Affleck is as
director, he also shines in the
lead role. His performance
keeps the entire work grounded,
which could be difficult when
surrounded by such extravagant
characters such as Chambers and
Siegel. Goodman and Arkin are
both excellent as old Hollywood
pros who steal every scene they're
in.
Arkin is especially memorable,
though his sarcastic old timer
shtick does feel a little recycled
from other movies. Another
stand out is Bryan Cranston
as Mendez's superior Jack
O'Donnell, who is not given
much to do but delivers big time
when given the opportunity.
What makes the film work so
well is how Affleck establishes the
historical context and his ability
to create such a tense atmosphere
from the opening scenes. The
beginning of the film is absolutely
riveting, recreating some of the
more famous images associated
with the crisis in 1979.
What is most surprising of all
is how Affleck is able to mix these
darker, gripping sequences with
light humorous moments that
bring audiences further invested
in these characters whose lives
are at stake.
Despite how some might feel
about Affleck's earlier career,
there is no arguing his work in
the past six; years has secured
him a place on the list of great
American filmmakers. Affleck's
ability to conjure up tension
and suspense is reminiscent of
Hitchcock's signature style.
Though it's too early to start
calling it the best film of the
year, "Argo" is a smart, emotional
and unnerving experience that
celebrates everything film has to
offer.

Silver screen
Photo by Vincent Haines

2) Add, one teaspoon of olive
oil and chopped onion to a
pan and caramelize (cook
until brown).
3) Put ground beef and
another teaspoon of olive oil
in another frying pan. Brown
and season the meat with chili

BY TODD PERKINS
Staff Writer
After a career of acting in
B-films like "Armageddon" and
"Pearl Harbor," Ben Affleck has
managed to establish himself
as a talented director. His first
two films "Gone Baby Gone"
and "The Town" were both
impressive efforts, establishing
a brisk and gritty look into the
world of crime in his hometown
of Boston.
Now with his latest film "Argo,"
Affleck continues to stretch
himself as a filmmaker while
tackling true life events in the
Middle East and ' proves once
and for all he deserves to be
recognized as one of the most
gifted directors making films
today, as well as a fine actor.
Affleck stars as Tony Mendez,
a member of the CIA brought
in to advise how to extract six
Americans in hiding during the
Iran Hostage Crisis. Mendez.
comes up with the idea to disguise
himself and the Americans as a
film crew scouting locations for a
science fiction film.
With the aide of make-up
artist John Chambers (John
Goodman) and producer Lester
Siegel (Alan Arkin), Mendez
begins production of a fake movie
titled Argo,' which needs a desert
location for its barren landscape.
Once in Iran, Mendez faces many
obstacles as he puts his plan into
action while facing the risks and
dangers that lie ahead.
Because this is based on a true
story, the filmmakers had to pull
off the challenging task of making
this movie incredibly suspenseful
, despite many viewers already
knowing how everything turns
out. The film works due to its
smart and brilliant pacing, which
is in large part due to William
Goldenberg's editing.
As director, Affleck keeps all of
the pieces of the story connected
by carefully controlling the
amount of screen time between

power and cumin.
4) Open the cans of tomato
paste and beans, drain and
rinse them, then add them,
along with the chili pepper,
cumin, garlic powder to a
large pot. When the beef and
onion are finished, add them.

Add 3/4 of a cup of water.
5) Heat the pot on medium
to low and let the water
evaporate and the chili
thicken. If the chili is still
not hot, add more water and
repeat till hot.
6) Serve and enjoy!

Four out of five fake film scripts

Directed by Ben Affleck
Produced by GK Rims, Smoke House andWarner Bros; Pictures
Starring Ben Affleck, Alan Arkin, Bryan Cranston, John Goodman, Victor Garber, Taylor Schilling and Tate Donovan
Rated"R"for language and some violent images
Now showing Carmike 10, Victory Square Stadium 9, Spotlight Theaters Eisenhower Square Cinema 6, Regal
Savannah Stadium 10, Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and Royal Cinemas Pooler
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ACROSS
1. Relating to the arm
2. Transparent part of
the eye that covers the
iris, pupil and anterior
chamber
3. Great toe
4. Ankle bone
5. Also called the belly
6. Denoting a muscle
attached to another
structure
7. White blood cells
8. Hard palate of molith
9. Relating to the hip
10. Thigh bone
11. Tail bone
12. Connects the larynx
and the lungs
13. Absorbs olfactory
information and transmits
it to the brain
14. Vertebral column
15. Organ that collects
and concentrates sound
waves
16. Protects the fingers
and toes
17. Long curved bones

that form a cage to
protect the heart and
lungs
18. Chest bone
19. Also known as the
food pipe
20. Outer part of the ear
21. Relating to the wrist
22. Lower jaw bone
23. Produces insulin,
glucagon and
somatostatin
24. Two-headed muscle
lying on the upper arm
25. Denoting muscles that
are beneath or inferior to
a named structure
26. Hollow organ in the
lower abdomen which
holds urine
27. Relating to the neck
28. Ductless two-lobed
gland lying behind the
breast bone that plays a
part in constructing the
body's immunity system
29. Organ that produces
pile and filters out
drugs, alcohol and other
metabolic waste from the
blood
30. Fat-free layer of
smooth muscular fiber
outside the external
spermatic fascia but
below the skin
31. Inner forearm bone
32. Each finger has
a distal, middle and
proximal
33. Organ that occupies
the chest cavity and
oxygenates blood
34. Bean-shaped organ
located just below the rib
cage
35. Outer forearm bone
36. Toe bones
37. Relating to the cheek
38. Can be seen in
the back of the human
throat and the first line of
defense against ingested
or inhaled pathogens
39. Fatty tissue
40. Navel
41. Lower hip bone
42. Relating to the ribs
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1. Layer of nonliving,
almost invisible skin on
the surface of the nail
plate
2. Three smallest bones
in the human body
3. Transparent, biconvex
structure in the eye
4. Tip of the sternum
5. Produced by
keratinocytes
6. Upper jaw bone
7. Large, thich, curved
bony eminence of the
forearm that projects
behind the elbow
8. Crescent-shaped base
of the visible nail
9. Bridge of nose
10. Shoulder blades
11. Collar bones
12. Closed sac, having
a distinct membrane and
division compared to the
nearby tissue and contain
air, fluids or semi-solid
material
13. Any structure
resembling a bent bow
14. Organ that is a major
part of the central nervous
system
15. Small organ that aids
mainly in fat digestion
and concentrates bile
produced by the liver
16. Back of the neck
17. Straw-colored liquid
component of blood that
normally holds the blood
cells in suspension
18. Also known as the
womb
19. Largest organ
20. Organ of s ight
21. Relating to bones
22. Stirrup-shaped borie
in the middle ear
23. Produces white blood
cells to fight infections
24. Auditory portion of the
inner ear
25. Connects the mouth
and the stomach
26. Shin bone
27. Secretes adrenaline

28. Hormones secreted
from this help control
growth, blood pressure
breast milk production
and sex organ functions
29. Hole located in the
center of the iris
30. Organ above the
stomach that disposes of
red blood cells that are
too old or not working
properly
31.'Male gonad in
animals
'32. Cheek bones
33. Part of nasal septum
34. Relating to the head
35. Relating to the mouth
36. Relating to the chest
37. Knee cap
38. Relating to the buttock
39. Anvil-shaped small
bone in the middle ear
40. Upper arm bone
41. Upper hip bone
42. Muscle responsible for
controlling the diameter
and size of the pupil
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2012 SGA Week Kiel: Off Celebration
Monday, 10/29# )1:30:1:30p.m.

Senate "Bring A Friend" Day
Monday,'11/ 05 »:12:15p.m.

Win SGA Week T-Shuts, Give-A-Ways, & More

Student Union- Savannah Ballroom A
Lunch Provided'

Rock the Galley w/ DJ Ristic
Student Union inside the Galley

Student Union- Outside the Galley
Free Refreshments

]
;

SGA ENCOURAGiS FITNESS

|

The Zumbd Challenge with Trainer Joan Montane* j
Monday, October 29th u 9:30p.m.
j
Recreation and Wellness CenterFree Refreshments
j

Armstrong Athletics Department
Sponsors "Meet the Team"
Tuesday. 10/30 - 0 3t)p m Armstrong Arena

Cartoon by Jessica Cooley

SGA Town haI!: You Talk, We Act

Informative, Interactive Booths

SOA PROMOTES PIRATE PRIDE

"That Romney fella says he has 'binders full of
women'. I've had those since before he was
born."

j

•no's Men Basketball * Sava nnah Mat,
mnah State 1 In vu t!y 1 s jcr Arena

liberation w/ Collegiate 100
I QuAbercom Stre
et Sav annah
arsdtiy; 5 "t >• > -1.00p.m • i

What's Your Concern? Got A Question? Need An
Answer?
Monday, 11/OS # 6:00p.m.
Student Union Savannah Ballroom B & C
Free Pizza and Drinks!

NOVEMBER 6TH Rock The Vote!

ELECTION DAY!
Friday, "V, 12 iSp.m
dent Union S avannah Ballroom A

Presidential Election's Viewing Party
Tuesday, 1 1/06 ($ f!:00p.m.
MCC Food Court- Free food and Give-A-Ways
Coliboration w/ Student Union and Activities,
University Housing, & University Police Department

]
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35® ALL Events!
10/25/2012 i?7:00pm - Armstrong Center
Free leireshneoh anti Give-A-Ways
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Answers to this week's Inkwell crossword puzzle, sudoku and kakuro can be found on

ink

TheInkwellOnline.com.
An interactive version of the crossword 'is also available online. Any opinions expressed by
cartoonists does not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell editorial board.
All puzzles by Brittany Cook.

Kakuro is a logic puzzle often referred to as a mathematical transliteration of
a crossword. The object of the puzzle is to insert a number from one to nine
into each white cell. The sum of the numbers in each column or row will be
equal to the number in the clue box associated with it. Clues for rows are at the
top of clue boxes while clues for columns reside at the bottom. No digit can he
duplicated in any entry.
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Pirate athletics wrap up
^

Come meet the Pirates
DV TTI
AAIA TXTC CTXTr-T
rT/AXT
BY
TRAMAINE
SINGLETON

ports Communications

Armstrong's cross-country team stands ready at the Peach Belt Conference Oct 20.
BY KATIE BALCOM
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
The athletic department celebrated
a successful week in student athlete
accomplishments.
With the official naming of the Pirate
mascot, Captain George Armstrong
joins the ranks of athletic supporters.
Captain George had the weekend off
from athletic home events as women's
soccer, volleyball and golf traveled to
their matchups this weekend.
Armstrong Athletes broke records
and earned honors this past week.
Multiple student-athletes notched
league and institutional honors.
Volleyball
Junior Jessica Santaniello joins an
elite group of seven players to strike
1,000 kills. Santaniello collects the
milestone kill against Fayetteville State
during the Mount Olive Volleyball
Classic Oct. 20.
"I w as stoked because I didn't even
expect it," Santaniello said. "My coach
showed me after our matches today, and
to me it was a huge accomplishment."
Santaniello currently has 1,006 kills
under her belt as a Pirate.
"I'm happy that my hard work is
paying off on the court and in the
training room," Santaniello said. "I
couldn't have done it without my
team, so I thank them so much for
everything. Hopefully, I'll be able to
break the record with my time left here
at Armstrong."
Senior Brittany Wolfe accompanied
Santaniello in the record setting

weekend. Wolfe captured Armstrong's
single-match hitting record .909 with
10 kills and no errors in 11 attempts
against Pfeiffer Oct. 19.
Wolfe now holds two spots for her
high hitting percentage as she nearly
overcame the 20-year-old record .818,
hitting .786 against Lander.
"It feels awesome, especially since
this is now the second record I have
broken for the school," Wolfe said. "It's
just realty cool to know that I left some
kind of mark behind."
Armstrong's (22-4, PBC 6-1)
completed three games with 3-0
victories returning home unbeaten in
North Carolina. The Pirate volleyball
squad returns home to Peach Belt
Conference action Oct.26 at 7 p.m.
against UNC Pembroke.
Golf
Women's golfer, Jenna Birch was
named PCB Women's Golfer of the
Week, earning her second title of her
collegiate career. Birch earned runnerup status at the Charleston Southern
Wendy's Invitational. Birch shot 68,74,75
Oct. 15 and Oct. 16 to claim her ranking.
"It was only the second week of the
season for us, and it is something all
players try and achieve." Birch said. "It
shows what needs to be done every week
to compete against the other girls in the
conference."
Cross -Country
Armstrong's
cross-country
team
capped off their season finishing in
10th place at the PBC cross-country
championship with multiple runners
improving their personal best times.

Junior Scotty Lawson improved his
overall time to 29:40.27 and was named
to the PBC All- Sportsmanship team.
"To be named to the AllSportsmanship team was an immense
honor, and I am very thankful that I'm
well thought of enough to be named to
the team," Lawson said.
Soccer
No. 2 women's soccer team (12-11, 8-0 PBC) dominated once again,
capturing a 3-0 sweep over Georgia
Southwestern Oct. 20 in addition to
their 4-0 domination at home Oct 17
over USC Aiken.
The soccer squad wraped up a
perfect 8-0 home record this season,
which allows the Pirates to take home
filed advantage in the first-round
Peach Belt Conference playoff Oct 30.

Armstrong's Athletics department will
hold its annual Meet the Pirates Night
for fans Oct. 30 at 6:30 p.m. in the Sports
Center. The eventserves asan introduction
of all student athletes to the Armstron
g and
Savannah communities, with a particular
focus on men's and women's basketball.
Free food will be available, and attendees
will be able to participate in several
contests. Admission is free.
Students will be paired with student
athletes for each contest with prizes
awarded to the winners, and the event
will conclude with a three-point shooting
contest by the women's basketball team, a
men's basketball slam dunk competition
and one student will have a shot at
winning a $500 prize.
Assistant athletic director Michael
Smoose said there are two main goals
to be achieved with the event.
"Our first
goal is to help the
Armstrong community put names to
the faces of our student athletes and
recognize their accomplishments,"
Smoose said. "We have great student
athletes who have accomplished a lot in
competition and in the classroom.
"Our second goal is to get everyone"
on campus excited about the men's and
women's basketball seasons."
The men's basketball team will be
lead by senior guard Aric Miller, who
returns after starting all but one game
last year for the Pirates. Junior forward
Mauri Wells anchors Coach Matt
Schmidt's lady pirates' team. Wells
averaged 12.2 points and 13.0 rebounds
last season.
Men's basketball junior guard Kelcey
Walker is looking forward to seeing

Mitchell

Sports Communications

Sports Communications

Join Captain George at meet the Pirates'
night Oct. 30 6:30 p.m.
the fans come out and support the
basketball teams.
"Students should be excited and su
pport
the team because we are just an extension
of the student body, fighting on the court
for our classmates," Walker said.
Walker also believes Armstrong
basketball will be hard to contend with in
the Peach Belt Conference.
"Our teams have greatchemistry on and
off the court, and I think that will make us
that much better in the long run."
Two nights after Meet the Pirates,
the Women and Men's team will play
exhibition games against cross town rivals
Savannah State at Tiger Arena Nov.l at
6:30 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. respectively.
The women open their home schedule
Nov 9 against Eckerd at 6 p.m., while
the men's home opener will be against
Newberry Nov. 24 at 7 p.m.
"Both teams should be much improved
from last year and will be fun to watch,"
Smoose said.

from pageib

I know that they will always be there
for me."
Mitchell not only excels, on the
soccer field but on the hardwood
court. She is a double athlete,
transitions from soccer to basketball
in the fall.
"It is a great opportunity for me to
play two sports that I love," Mitchell
said. "It's a lot of hard work, constant
traveling, and not many days off, but I
wouldn't change it for the world.
"When
I
was
offered
the
opportunity my freshman year I

turned it down because I thought it
was too much. The next year when
I was offered the opportunity again
I couldn't turn it down because I
realized I was missing a big part of
myself."
Mitchell has been able to balance
being a double-athlete and a member
of the PBC Presidential Honor Roll
for the past three years.
"It's all about time management,"
Mitchell said. "Doing both is a
challenge but it's something I have
always had to do."

Junior Jenna Birch earns a PBC
women's Golfer of the Week. ,

Another week, another
Heisman shakeup
By Dalton Johnson
Sports Columnist
Opinions expressed by columnists do not
necessarily reflect the view of The Inkwell
editorial board

Savannah Tire Brake & Alignment
Centers is offering a "double"
discount of 10% to all AASU
students, staff, and faculty on
every purchase through Labor Day,
September 3rd!
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The Abercorn store is conveniently
located 1.5 miles from the AASU
campus, and Savannah Tire offers
FREE shuttle service.

www.savannahtire.com
11164 Abercorn Expressway • Savannah, Ga
(912) 925-8299
Mon. - Fit 7:30 a,m. to 6:00 p.m; Sat 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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YOUR COMPLETE CAR CARE AUT HORITY

Each Week a new star emerges in
college football. The consistent ones are
the rarities, making them the real stars.
For the first five weeks, Geno Smith
was Mr. Consistent. Three weeks ago, I
tabbed him as the likely winner of the
Heisman and said, he may have locked
the award up.
I was wrong.
Smith's numbers are still great, but his
team lost their last two games. And he
just threw his first two interceptions in a
55-14 loss against Kansas State.
Smith can say bye to the Heisman,
as his chances of winning the award
are almost as good as West Virginia's
defense, ever looking like a real college
defense.
The top five Heisman candidates I
had three weeks ago consisted of: Geno
Smith, De'Anthony Thomas, E.J. Manuel,
Braxton Miller and Collin Klein.
Man, this sure change fast.
Say goodbye to all of those candidates
as of now except for one — all aboard the
"Kleinapple Express."
Klein has emerged as the clear favorite
for the Heisman trophy after completely
outplaying Geno Smith and leading
Kansas State to a 55-14 victory over West
Virgina.
On the day, Klein had seven total
touchdowns. Through the air, Klein
went 19-for-21 for 323 yards and three
touchdowns with no interceptions. On
the ground, he was just as dominant,
scoring four more touchdowns.
Klein has been a force with his arm
and his legs and has propelled Kansas
State to a serious national championship
contender.
Through seven games, Klein has

thrown for 1,397 yards with 10
touchdowns and only two interceptions,
while compiling a 70.5 completion
percentage. On 'the ground, Klein is
a guaranteed touchdown. He has 14
touchdowns to go along with his 551
yards and 5.0 yards per carry.
OK, so here we again.
The top five
candidates for the
Heisman trophy right now are: Kansas
State's Klein, Notre Dame's Manti Te'o,
Alabama's AJ McCarron, Oregon's
Kenjon Barner and USC's Matt Barkley.
Right behind Klein is Notre Dame's
linebacker Te'o. Yes, a defensive player is
a legitimate Heisman contender. Te'o has
led the surprising Irish to an undefeated
start and has come up huge whenever
they need him. On the season, Te'o has
67 tackles and four interceptions.
Enough about how good Alabama's
defense is.
AJ McCarron deserves some credit
too. The quarterback has led Alabama
to an undefeated start and the No.l spot
in the BCS standings. On the season,
McCarron has thrown for 1,467 yards
and 16 touchdowns, while throwing
no interceptions. He has not thrown an
interception in his last 249 pass attempts.
Yes, an Oregon Duck is a Heisman
contender but not the one we expected.
Kenjon Barner was overlooked by
De'Anthony Thomas, but Barner has
made a name for himself. Barner has
rushed for 870 yards, averaging 6.6
yards per carry, scoring 12 touchdowns.
Welcome back *to the Heisman
discussion Matt Barkley. Last game,
Barkley became the Pac-12's all-time
leader in passing touchdowns, and
he seems to have found his rhythm.
Barkley has thrown for 1,773 yards, 22
touchdowns and six interceptions.
The Heisman race looks a lot different
than it did three weeks ago.
As of now, the award is Klein's to lose,
but the top five candidates are very likely
to look different at the end of the season.

